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SCSL to host 2017 Arbuthnot Lecture
The Association for Library
Service to Children (ALSC)
announced that the 2017 May Hill
Arbuthnot Committee has selected
the South Carolina State Library and
the city of Columbia, South Carolina
to serve as the host site for the 2017
May Hill Arbuthnot Honor Lecture
featuring Jacqueline Woodson
(pictured). The lecture will be held in
the spring of 2017.
In the application to host the
lecture, Denise Lyons, deputy director
of statewide development of the South
Carolina State Library observed, “Ms.
Woodson...writes about situations and
people...involving serious issues. The
issues are not easy; they involve race,
ethnicity, sexual abuse, and sexual
orientation. Woodson herself stated
‘I can’t write about nice, easy topics
because that won’t change the world.
And I do want to change the worldone reader at a time.’”
The 2017 Arbuthnot Committee
selected Jacqueline Woodson as
the lecturer and celebrates her
commitment to empower young
people and create change in our
diverse communities. Woodson is the
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author of the National Book Award
winning memoir in verse, “Brown Girl
Dreaming,” which was also a recipient
of an NAACP Image Award winner
(in the category of Outstanding
Literary Work for Youth/Teens),
Coretta Scott King Author Award,
Newbery Honor, Sibert Honor, and
may more. Woodson was recently
named the Young People’s Poet
Laureate by the Poetry Foundation.
In “Brown Girl Dreaming,” Woodson
observed that her childhood
experiences in South Carolina were
about a different time in the state’s
history. It may have been a different
time but those experiences continue
to resonate in South Carolina and in
the United States of today.
The May Hill Arbuthnot Lecture
celebrates May Hill Arbuthnot,
who served as a strong voice for
children’s literature. Each year a
lecturer is chosen who will prepare a
paper considered to be a significant
contribution to the field of children’s
literature.
For more information, please
contact Denise Lyons at dlyons@
statelibrary.sc.gov or 803-734-6061.
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From Our Collection:

Pleiocene Fossils of South-Carolina by Michael Tuomey & Francis Holmes

This month’s selection from
the South Carolina State Library’s
rare book collection showcases the
Low County’s vibrant natural and
geologic history.
Michael Tuomey and Francis
Holmes, 19th century geology
professors working in Alabama
and South Carolina respectively,

partnered to publish
Pleiocene Fossils
of South-Carolina
in 1857. The work
contains plates and
text descriptions of
over 200 different
fossil shells, almost
half of which
represented species
extinct by the
1800s. The fossils
were collected from
the Edisto River, Goose Creek, the
Cooper River and other locations
along South Carolina’s coastal
regions.
College of Charleston artist
C.G. Platen drew the plates and
established their style, and his talents
were highly praised by the authors in
their preface.

Both Tuomey and Holmes had
massive impacts on their scientific
field throughout the course of their
careers.
Holmes’ investigations into
Low Country geology would lead
to the discovery of phosphate
veins in the West Ashley region of
Charleston County, which became
a major economic boon to the state
following the Civil War. Tuomey
would write many newspaper and
magazine articles describing his
geologic discoveries, which helped
popularized scientific knowledge of
the in Alabama region.
Visitors may request to view
this book by contacting Amanda
Stone, Manager of Collections and
Digitization at 803-734-4816 or
astone@statelibrary.sc.gov.

New South Carolina State Government Documents for June
The South Carolina
Digital State Documents
Depository provides
access to publications
produced by state agencies
and state-supported
academic institutions.
These publications
provide citizens with
crucial information
about state government,
including statistics, annual
accountability reports, and
data on a wide variety of
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topics related to the state.
This month, we
highlight Forty Years of
Consumer Protection,
a history of the South
Carolina Department of
Consumer Affairs’ from
1975-2015. The publication
provides a snapshot
of several years, with
headlines, statistics, and
case spotlight.

New bill
allows those
with bioptic
telescopic
lenses to
obtain drivers
license
After roughly two years
of discussion the South
Carolina State Legislature
passed a bill allowing
residents that have bioptic
telescopic lenses to obtain
a limited driver’s license.
The amendment
allows those with low
vision to get behind the
wheel and travel through
their neighborhoods
after attending a special
program and passing an
evaluation.
Drivers with the limited
license will have to abide
by certain restrictions
to keep their driving
privileges, including
not exceeding 50 miles
per hour, only driving
during daylight hours and
avoiding the Interstate
system.
For more information
on the bill amendment,
click here.

Brock Adams wins South
Carolina First Novel award
The South Carolina Arts
Commission and Hub City
Press of Spartanburg announce
Brock Adams of Spartanburg
as the winner of the 2016
South Carolina First Novel
Competition. Adams’s novel,
Ember, will be published by Hub
City Press in September 2017.
Adams will receive a $1,000
book advance from Hub City
Press.
In Ember, the sun is dying,
civilization is collapsing, and
Lisa’s marriage to Guy is falling
apart. It’s a story of love and
survival as they struggle to find
their way through the frozen
world beneath the ember.
Brock Adams is a senior
instructor of English and
creative writing at the University

of South Carolina Upstate,
where he also directs the Writing
Center. He has published
stories in Sewanee Review,
Best American Mystery Stories,
Barrelhouse, Acapella Zoo, and
elsewhere. His book of stories,
Gulf, was published by Pocol
Press in 2010. He has an MFA
in creative writing from the
University of Central Florida.
“Ember is a rollicking read,
and we look forward to being
its publisher,” said Betsy Teter,
director of Hub City Press,
which has published the four
previous winners of the biennial
competition.
For more information on the
competition, click here.
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PALMCOP Workshop
Highlights What To Do
When Disaster Strikes

By Sheila Dorsey, Collections
Librarian
Continuing its focus on
disaster planning, preparation,
and recovery, PALMCOP
hosted a “Hands-On Disaster
Recovery Workshop” on June
7 in the Library Depot facility
at Clemson Research Park in
Anderson, SC. Approximately
twenty representatives from
libraries in South Carolina,
Georgia, and North Carolina
gathered to listen to the
talk given by Ann Frellsen,
Collections Conservator at
Emory University Libraries.
Ann stressed that her
presentation was not about
disaster planning, but about
direct reaction to a disaster. Her
excellent PowerPoint, entitled
“Disaster Response and Salvage
Actions: How to be Successful,”
covered everything from
initial implementation of an
organization’s prepared disaster
plan, to assembling the response
team, setting up a command
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center, salvage of specific
materials like film, and the
process for removing collections
from a disaster site.
Ann emphasized that it was
vital to first assess any disaster
situation before taking action,
with the understanding that
unnecessary steps or the wrong
decisions can make a catastrophe
worse.
She also drew attention
to the importance of wearing
safety gear, and clear
documentation throughout
the salvage operation. Also, a
strong understanding of the
organization’s mission is vital
for knowing where to put one’s
energy and for judging curatorial
priorities.
A simulated disaster was the
activity during the second part
of the workshop. Participants
split up into teams and selected
members to act as museum
head, press spokesperson,
salvage consultant, and supplies
runner. Ann observed salvage
operations, answered questions,
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and evaluated teams based on
responses to the disaster.
She provided advice on
supplies to always have on hand,
how to handle press requests,
how to obtain provisions during
power outages, and what to do
with items that cannot be saved.
In all she related, Ann
included anecdotes from her
personal experience in many
recovery operations, making
the workshop both forceful and
entertaining. An outstanding
information packet provided
to participants included
recommended supply samples,
resources, and checklists.
More information about
PALMCOP, events, and
membership can be found
on PALMCOPS website,
preservationsc.org.

Staff Spotlight: Janell Eades
Name: Janell Eades
Title: Library Specialist
What do you do at the SCSL?
I digitize our documents and
books at the library. I also do
quality control on both born digital
documents as well as items we
scan ourselves. On the collection
maintenance side, I shelve the
collection and do some minor
preservation such as book rebinding
and spiral binding as needed.
What special projects have you been
working on?
I’m currently scanning a
4-volume set of books from
Dorchester County titled
“Dorchester: Our Homes, Our
People, Our Story” which has

reinforced my views that every
county in SC has a very rich and
colorful history.
Have you recently come across
something challenging, and how did
you tackle it?
A challenging project for me was
scanning the Talking Book Service’s
artwork from this year’s Student
Art Gallery. Before I only scanned
some pieces on our large Bookeye
Scanner, but this time I scanned all
but one item. The challenge was I
had never scanned pieces already
framed. Some pieces were on prestretched canvas and some were
mixed media consisting of a tree
branch with colorful cloths tied
around the branch using twine. I
had never scanned things like this
before, but they turned out good!

What projects are in the near future
for you?
I’ll continue scanning items from
our State Documents Collection,
and maybe scan some unique items
from our Rare Book Collection.
Do you have a favorite item or
collection at the SCSL?
My favorite collection that
I digitized was the Governor’s
Pardons and Commutations 1887,
1913, 1930 and 1931. The stories
were both funny and sad behind a
lot of the pardons. My standout was
the wife who asked that her husband
be pardoned so she wouldn’t be
“forced” to commit adultery!
Needless to say, the husband was
pardoned by the Governor.
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About the
South Carolina
State Library
South Carolina State Library
statelibrary.sc.gov
PO Box 11469
1500 Senate Street
Columbia, SC 29211
803-734-8666
Leesa M. Aiken, Director
Board of Trustees
Loretta K. Green, District 1
Deborah Hyler - Chair, District 7
Marty R. McKenzie, District 6
Martha Murtiashaw, District 3
Suzanne W. Rast - Vice Chair, District 2
Michael G. Simmons, District 5
Alanna I. Wildman, District 4

The South Carolina State Library is the primary administrator of federal and state
support for the state’s libraries. The Library is a national model for innovation,
collaboration, leadership and effectiveness. The Library’s mission is to optimize
South Carolina’s investment in library and information services.
In 1969, as the result of action by the General Assembly, the State Library Board
was redesignated as the South Carolina State Library and assumed responsibility
for public library development, library service for state institutions, service for
the blind and physically handicapped, and library service to state government
agencies. Headquartered in Columbia, S.C., the Library is funded by the state of
South Carolina, by the federal government through the Institute of Museum and
Library Services, and other sources.
For more information, visit statelibrary.sc.gov or call 803-734-8666.
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